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Walk of the Sluts

Entertainment for the Whole Family

by Laure Malorgio, M1 English

October 2013

Less Glam
for PhD
Ceremony

No Swag for Grads as “Rentrée
Solennelle” Suffers Budget Cuts
Mariner Reporter Goes Hungry, not
Thirsty!

O

by Armando Effing, M1

n October 1st all the Université
de Toulouse PhD graduates for
2012-2013 gathered to symbolically receive their diplomas during the
“Rentrée Solennelle”.
This event, organized by the University
to honor its doctoral graduates, takes
place each year at the beginning of
October.

The new PhD’s had in some cases graduated almost a year earlier - and like many
cool actors during the Emmys, they don’t
show up the day they are honored.

F

or those of you who haven’t read last
month’s Mariner (DAMN YOU),
Toulouse’s SlutWalk took place
on Saturday September 28th. Launched
in Toronto in April 2011, the SlutWalk
movement was a reaction to a Canadian
cop who said that women shouldn’t dress
like “sluts” if they don’t want to be raped.
The policeman did not mention anything
about what the rapist should wear to operate, so go for it. There’s no particular
dress code for sexually assaulting people.

Photo credit: One of the Sluts

day, and 1 woman out of 6 was or will be
sexually assaulted in their lives). This walk
also encourages women not to be ashamed
to talk about this violence, and to go to
the police. Indeed, only 10% of victims
decide to press charges, and only 2% of the
latter are ever found guilty. The SlutWalk
movement also stretches out to “ordinary
sexism,” including filthy comments about
women’s attitudes, clothes, bodies, etc.

This year’s SlutWalk united about a
hundred and fifty people at the place du
In a nutshell, the SlutWalk aims to point Capitole, and lasted about an hour and
out sexual assaults committed on women a half. Most of
Continued on page 5
(in France, 206 people are raped every the demonstra-

This year the consensus was that the
ceremony had lost some of its glam
due to political reasons. First there
was a change of location: the ceremony
moved from the Théâtre du Capitole
to the Faculté de Médecine. No more
all-you–can-drink Champagne on the
Capitole’s terrace.
Continued on page 3
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About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty, Paul Scanlan, Alex Herpe
and Rachel C. Mariam and proudly funded by the
Université de Toulouse II since 2010. The Mariner
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously.
The Mariner’s masthead was designed by the talented
Florent Guth, and other contributors are credited as
they appear. The Mariner would also like to thank
Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus
that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

D

ear Mariners,

I’m reading the new issue of
The Mariner, which is great,
but I feel compelled to write you about
a comment on Page 2, that “Occitan…
turned into French once.” This is completely wrong - there was never any
evolution from one to the other. (They
are both Romance languages and thus
descendants of Latin.) We’ve learned
that Modern French was codified
from the Oïl language - a language
that was spoken in the northern
half of France, while Occitan, in the
southern half of the country, evolved
seperately, remaining closer to Latin.
But anyway, even if Occitan isn’t the
best way to learn French, it’s an excellent way to immerse yourself the
culture of Toulouse and the South of
France! :)

D

ear Mariners,

I’m contacting you regarding
the subject of the image you
chose for your posters and ads for the
Back 2 School Party. I find its message quite disturbing… Why is the
young woman on her knees? Couldn’t
you have chosen an image that’s more
neutral, where the woman is standing
next to the man, also having a good
time?
Cordially,
Ida

Dear Ida

Thanks for your letter. We see ourselves
as a group of fierce women and sensitive
men who are generally quite progressive, and so we did take your letter very
seriously.

Paul spent time to respond with a personal email, in which he detailed our
aesthetic vision of the poster - using
Marianne
an image of a ridiculously macho (and
sexist) Arnold Schwarzenegger to essenDear Marianne
tially satirize this genre of photography
- as well as our paper’s history of deThanks for your letter, and sorry about
fending women’s rights and supporting
that unfortunate error. It is true that
gender, racial, and social equality.
Modern French and Occitan evolved
seperately, and so the best way for a Mi- Casey wrote a pretty sarcastic blog post
rail student to learn French is actually responding to different criticisms of the
to take Latin.
poster, but he later felt bad about it.
Armando responded with a comment
Dave was in charge of fact-checking
that made us giggle, but that we refuse
Page 3 of the last issue, and it turns out
to print.
several other errors also slipped through
the cracks. The map provided was out- So we do apologize for offending you and
dated, so we’ve included the new official other students by the content of the postmap, which includes Batiment 31. We er. But we do feel the image as we used it
also apologize for inferring that student was ironic and it in no way advocated
unions help students.
the submission of women.
Keep up the good work,

Something
you like?

Contact the Mariner

Something
you don’t?

the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews

Let us know.

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

the.mariner.
news@
gmail.com

Twitter: @themarinernews

Map of the Mirail, updated to reflect Bat. 31

Off Campus

Less Glam for PhD Ceremony

by Armando Effing, M1

No Swag for Grads as “Rentrée Solennelle” Suffers Budget Cuts
Continued from page 1.
Instead the Med School venue was decent, but smaller and for some reason
very hot.

Thankfully Spain was the nation of honor
this year so the caliente atmosphere perfectly matched the European guests of
honor.

Guitarist Bernardo Sandoval played
Flamenco songs during the intermission. Each appearance of the artist made
it more and more obvious that he was
drinking red wine backstage.

Sadly the budget restriction for the ceremony meant cutting the gift bag which
was included last year: a Université de
Toulouse messenger bag for your laptop
and a 4GB USB key. The buffet had no
more fruit and the hors d’oevres had less
noble food in them. No more free foiegras for the elite of our University.
Graduates still had access to bottomless
bottles of Champagne, but no crazy stuff
happened.

The atmosphere was a bit strange in that
nobody seemed like they were celebrating
anything. I guess that in the French University spirit nobody wants to celebrate
getting a diploma - even if it’s a very
prestigious one.
At the end of the buffet I sat down with
some freshly minted PhD’s and asked
them one question: what was the key
moment that allowed them to earn their
PhD?

Perrine Bertrand, who studied telecommunications at GEET (a doctoral school

Grab your ermine shoulder pads, put on your lace neckerchief and get ready to party PhD style!
Photo: Universite de Toulouse Flickr stream. Thanks UT...thanks internet!

for electronic engineering and telecommunications), answered that it was “when
someone helped me to analyze my data”
that she started to understand what her
teachers expected from her.

A graduate of the EDSYS School (systems science for planes - also: robots!),
Boumghar Redouane had the revelation
that he would become a PhD when he
thought to himself “I wanted some craziness in my life and I wanted to change
the world,” after he started working in the
airplane industry for two years.
And Varenne Clément who has a PhD in
History, from the TESC research group,
explained how he found the golden path

of the PhD student. “At the end of my
Master I passed my CAPES and I realized that it wasn’t for me, and that I
was more cut out to do research. Then I
could work on something I was passionate about.”
These successful students had something
in common: their devotion to their topic
of study. I hope that next year the party
will be back at the théâtre du Capitole
-they deserve to celebrate their achievement in one of the most prestigious places
in Toulouse. And please: we live in the
South West, bring back the foie gras.

Dave

Hey everyone!! Did you hear about the guy that kept geting drunk
because he had like this yeast in his stomach adn everytime he’d
eat pasta or alot of carbs the yeast would turn it into beer RIGHT
IN HIS STOMACH!!!1 So I Goggled the yeast and its LEVURE DE
BEIRE in French and of course I went to that giant parapharmacy
or whatever and I found some.
So now me and the editors are gonna eat a bunch of the capsule
things and then eat some good italian spaghetti or something
and we’re gonna see if it works. Bet it’s amazing cause we’ll be

BREWIN BEER IN OUR BELLIES WOOOOHOOOOOO11!!!!!

Competition

Mirail or Syria?
Win a Mariner t-shirt!

Is it a shocking image of destruction unleashed by a government against its
own people? ...Or is it just the Syrian civil war? If you think you know, you
could win one of our new Mariner t-shirts.
Just send an email to the.mariner.news@gmail.com. The first 2 correct entries
will win a t-shirt. Armando, you can’t enter.
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Protests:

Food for Thought
Girl Power:

Walk of the
Sluts
Continued from page 1.

Another Side of Feminism
by Jane Doe

O

nce again, when I went for coffee,
and I start to believe that the coffee machines represent the central
nervous system of this university, I saw
something interesting, and admittedly,
quite beautiful. Next to one of the coffee
machines stood a girl, in a nice mid-thigh
length dress with short sleeves, black with
big flowers in soft colors. The picture was
especially nice since this dress was on a
beautiful hour-glass-shaped body, with no
chance of getting elected
Miss Anorexia 2013. I
liked it. The dress was
totally transparent, and I
liked the wine-red undies
as well. But I have to confess that my first thought
was: why is she dressing
like a slut?

the nude female body? Doesn’t it give the
impression of reducing the woman to a
body? To me it looks as if women’s selfexpression was still dependent of the body,
and that purely intellectual capacities are
not enough. I can see the intention to draw
attention and shock, but I would rather
see this achieved through the poignancy
of bold statements than by naked bodies.
Moreover, I do believe that there are areas
concerning women’s rights where we have

My second reaction: feeling ashamed, because of
tors were female, but a fair amount
my first thought. And
of men turned up as well. Among
then: Fuck, I really have
the best mottos: “We’re All Sluts,”
passively accepted the
“My Body is not Responsible for your
misogynistic, mainstream
Violence,” and “Free to Walk the
vision of women. (By the
Streets at Midnight in Short Skirts.”
way, we have the same imLolla Choucavy, one of the main organiz- mediate, mean, media-dictated reactions to fight, with every possible means, and
those areas are way more important than
ers of the Toulouse chapter of the move- to fat people.)
ment, without whom nothing would have Given that she was wearing black Doc a dress code, even if this is a domain where
been possible, kindly accepted to give me Martens and not red, 6-inch heels, I guess misogyny is widely expressed. But equal
a little interview. The following are her that she was trying to make a political pay for equal qualification will do a lot
thoughts about being both an organizer statement. Since I didn’t ask her, (I was more for the independence of women than
dress codes, and the recognition of raising
and an activist, in response to my enquiries: too shy,) this remains a wild guess.
a family as work is a fundamental element
“As an organizer of the Walk, I am happy, for Now, my problem is that I think it is very
in improving most women’s resumes.
there was a fair amount of people, despite the hard to make a political statement along
fact that the organization on the whole was those lines. I am certainly in favor of And I’m still hoping that French society
not perfect, and information was not always having the right to dress in whatever way one day will acknowledge that household
well transmitted. Also, the dynamic of a dem- you want, and I also think that it is some- work, raising kids, and caring for elderly
onstration can always be improved. To me, thing we have to defend and expand, as members of the family is NOT an excluthis Walk belongs to everyone, as long as one our ‘modern’ society still places a lot of sively female task. There is no such thing as
a ‘maternal instinct.’ There is just a general
both respects themselves and others. Anyone pressure on us in this area.
human instinct that says ‘cute’ when we
can be part of the organization committee, we
need fresh ideas! However, as an activist, I am Advertising uses the naked female body, see something small and pink (fill in the
sad that the whole town was not with us in and to a much lesser extent (such a shame) right color according to your own) so you
the street, for rape, sexism, and slut-shaming the naked male body to sell just about don’t confuse it with a big Fraise Tagada
are everyone’s business, and I am still stunned anything, and often I see absolutely no (fill in right comparison according to your
that some people laughed at us, as if our cause relation whatsoever between the body own color) and won’t eat it. That’s for the
is absurd or ungrounded. But my doubts were and the product being sold. The publicity preservation of the species. There’s nothing
wiped away thanks to the people who showed guys are just playing with our instincts, else, no gene that would give us women a
their support by giving us thumbs up and and it seems to work. Or they’re running predisposition for wiping asses.
applauding when they saw us. This Walk is out of ideas. But I don’t really see how one
really justified, as we showed that there’s still can make a political statement by using
exactly the same means, as I can’t see how Guys, don’t you want to make a political
a battle to be fought!”
a political statement is stronger when it is statement in transparent trousers?
Got it, bitch? Don’t mess with the sluts, made with bare breasts. Aren’t we playing in their camp if we link expression to
whatever you’re wearing.

Back, by popular demand...You Can Hack
that Shit:

Forward your ENT
email to your personal account

Meet the D.Ang

ver wonder where all those emails
that your professors “send” you go?
Chances are that they got lost in
the E.N.T., that weird information system
that no one really gets, and that probably
is behind the organiation of the entire Fac.

Each year the lecteur/lectrice program brings young people from universities around the English-speaking world to the Mirail to share their
language, culture and bizarre idioms with students. Say hello to...

E

They come from the land of the ice and
To fight the horde (that’s you), singing and

Aulton Durham, 43, Texas/Quebec
On where he’s from: “I’m ‘Texbecois.’
Born in Texas, moved to Canada
10 years ago. I’m very proud to
be Quebecois.”

Your E.N.T. address is the one that your
professors receive automatically, and so it’s
the one that they’ll most likely use. Rather
than missing something important (like a
cancelled class!) the best thing to do is to
set up a forwarding system, so that any
important email that is sent there is passed
along to an address that you actually check.
Here’s how:
1. Open up the ENT site and log in. If you’re
confused already, then you need more help
than we can provide.
2. Find “Mon Bureau Numérique” on the left
side. Click the link that says “58 courriels
non lus” (your number might be different.)
3. At the top, you’ll see a button called “Plus.”
Clicking that gives you some choices. Select
“Filtres.”
4. Click “Ajouter.”
5. For the name, we recommend something
like “Forward email to an address I actually
use,” but the choice is yours.
Under the “conditions” heading, choose
“Pour tous les mails.” (The thing above that
isn’t important.)
Under the “Actions” heading, choose “Transmettre une copie.” In the box that appears,
type an email address that you actually check.
Click “Sauver” and you’re good to go!
6. Come up with a new excuse for the late
work.

Why he’s here: On exchange
with University of Massachusetts, where he was a
French teacher. “Too great
an opportunity to pass up basically being paid to live in
the South of France.”

On Toulouse: “The welcome has been

wonderful. When I speak French everybody says ‘Ahhh the Canadian!’”

In class: “The more questions
you ask the happier I am. Never
ever be afraid…if there’s one
accent that Anglophones love
it’s the French accent! Don’t
be afraid at all.”

Plans for this year: “I’m a
Catholic so I’ve thought about
becoming involved with the
Catholic Church here.”

Daniel Schug, 23, Old Forge New York
What he’s studying: “I’m in the last
semester of my master’s (studying
English teaching.) I’m finishing
distance courses this semester.
[Being here]it’s a little hard to
get motivated!”
On speaking French: At
home I studied ancient
French literature which didn’t
help me when I came to France.
[But now] I’m not afraid to make
a phone call! I feel pretty legit.”

On differences from the US: “I forgot to
give the students my email address.
Back in the US that would be
the first thing everyone had to
know. But here no one cared.”
What students think: “Students say the biggest problem
at the Mirail is there’s just no
social outlet for them.”

His interests: “Classical music…
opera... I used to compete in vocal
competitions”

Naomi Falgate, 23 from Derby “It’s not very exciting” England. 2nd year lectrice

On where she’s from: “Pride and prejudice was filmed there - that’s its claim
to fame.”

are more diverse. [But] it’s a lot less well
organized I’d say.”

On Mirail vs. UK Universities: “In England you have to
pay to get in [to the Universities],
whereas here it’s open so the students

“I’ve just joined a gospel choir:
Gospel Praise Family. It’s like
gospel and funk.”

On life in France: “I love living
in France. It’s so much more
chill [than the UK] I love
French food, particularly the
wine.”

Her interests: “I was the singer
for a Jazz band East
midlands
youth
jazz
orchestra. We had gigs in the
region. I miss it so much ‘Big
Spender’ was my classic.”

On Campus

Lecteurs & Lectrices

snow. The hammer of the gods drove their ships to new lands.
crying: Mirail, I am coming! They are your overlords.
CONVERSATION NIGHT - Hang out, speak English and drink a pint with your
favorite lecteurs and lectrices at the Killarney pub. Dates on FB or in the D.Ang.

Sarah Cogan, 22, Navan, Ireland

Kaylee Murtagh, 25, Stanford, UK

Why she’s here: “My college,
NUI Maynooth, runs an
exchange with the Mirail.
Toulouse was my number one
choice. The nightmare was I’d
end up in some tiny little
village.”

[But]the fear went away really
quickly”

Trained to be a French
teacher in UK. “I wanted to
try teaching older students. I
love it, I’m really enjoying it.”

On teaching: “I’d never
taught a day in my life until
3 weeks ago. I was terrified!
‘What if I’m a terrible teacher?’

What she misses back
home: “I miss humor…humor’s a big thing. Languages
don’t always transfer.”

On moving to Toulouse: “The apartment
was sooo difficult!
I sent about 60 requests and got about 4
replies.”

On Mirail vs. NUI Maynooth: “I love that [students
here] have to participate or else they
won’t get a good
mark. You could
go through the
1st & 2nd year
in my college
and not really
talk much.”

Zara Sekhavati, 22, Leeds, UK
How did you come to be at the
Mirail? “Mirail has an exchange with my the University of Birmingham. I really
wanted to travel and teach
English so I'd thought it
would be perfect. Toulouse
was my first choice and I'm
very happy to be here!”
On moving to Toulouse: “The admin was
hard and still is hard
here! Lots of queues
and paper work.”

On teaching: “I'd only
taught for about three
hours in England before I arrived, so I was pretty nervous.
The nerves went away quickly
though and I enjoy teaching.
The classes are going well.
The most prep work is for Civi
GB.”

On Mirail vs. UK Universities: “In France everyone is
encouraged to have their say.
Some of the students here are
really eager to learn and it's
great to see! Come see me at
the end of class or send me an
email! I'm here to help
your English!””
What she misses
back home: “I
miss British humour - the jokes,
sarcasm and the
dry humour.”

Plans for this year:
“I love travelling and
I'd really like to travel more
around this area of France.
I'd like to go to Montpellier
and Bordeaux - heard they
are gorgeous! I'd love to go to
the light festival in Lyon in
December.”

On Toulouse: When
I arrived it felt quite
big. Capitole and
Esquirol used to
blow my mind
but now I realize
they’re right next
to one another.

English is really good. I’ve
been really impressed.”
“Sometimes they’re so scared
to speak because they’ don’t
want to make a mistake…but
we know what they feel
like.”
On accents: “It’s
your identity so embrace it…it’s cute.
As long as people
can understand it
doesn’t matter.”

On teaching: “I
was born to teach
British Civilization!”

On students: “They’re really
motivated. Their level of

Plans for this year: “I’m
dying to visit Carcassonne. I
love Lyon.”‡

‡”I love Lyon.” Never heard anyone say that before

Peader Kearney, 23, Kildaire,
Ireland 2nd year lecteur
On teaching British Civ.:
“We’re learning about all
the lovely things the British
Empire got up to between the
15th and 20th centuries. I’m
the hugest fan of the British
Empire at the Mirail that’s
why they gave me that
class.”†
On languages:
(joking) “Don’t
speak
unless
you’re sure what
you’re going to
say is 100% correct! I rule with an
iron fist!”

(serious) “I was in that position when I was learning
French. I felt shy and didn’t
want to speak in class. But at
the end of the day, everyone
in the classroom is in the

same boat as you.”

His interests: “I play in a
band called Lyttet. We’re
putting out a single on iTunes
tomorrow.”
[Ed. Note: Check out
Lyttet’s downbeat
electronic music. It’s
good stuff.Lyttet
“Forever Those
Days” iTunes/
YouTube/Vimeo.]

On being a lecteur:
“If anyone is thinking
about going in to teaching later one they should
definitely apply to be a lecteur
while they’re at the Mirail…
it’s a great experience.”
N.B.: The Mariner didn’t get
a chance to speak to Stephanie Parent from Canada, but
we’re sure she’s cool too.

†Why are Irish people all so damn sensitive? Jeez.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: Nostalgic for my nicotine routine.

H

ave you
noticed
all the
shops sprouting up all over
Toulouse selling
e-cigarettes? It’s
adorable, innit?
The
promise
of a clean puff
without
any
consequence....
But is it what smokers really want? When
I heard about those new SyFy cigarettes
I thought of course it’s brilliant! People
will use e-cigarettes, look at themselves
in the mirror and notice how ridiculous
they look, and give up smoking right away!

I quit smoking about a month ago and I’m
not sure if it was a good thing. I quit for
the wrong reason anyway. Of course there
are bad consequences from smoking.
Smokers rapidly lose their taste buds, and
everything starts to taste like a delicious
coaster. The funny thing is that smokers
will be attached to a particular brand of
cigarette. But come on, they all taste the
same... except Fortuna’s, those have a nasty

flavor. Smoking makes you also lose your
sense of smell, which is bad if you like the
smell of freshly cut grass or wet dust in the
summer, but good if you take the metro
every morning.

Contributors

E

7 reasons to follow this advice:

•
•
•
•
•

You will get a super accent (or at least better than the
one you have)

You will meet awesome people and have so much fun
you won’t feel like coming back

You will probably meet the love of your life (seriously
it happened to maaaany people… except me XD )
You will learn a lot of things about different cultures

When you come back, you will see how it feels to speak
English well and to share your experience!
You will make many friends from different countries
which will give you a good reason to travel!
Last reason: I don’t know anybody who regrets it!

Finally, for those of you thinking “that sounds great but
where’s the money?” Well first of all instead of paying for
a flat in Toulouse, you’ll just pay for one in England or the
US or wherever. Moreover you will probably be given an
Erasmus scholarship if you are not with the CROUS. And
if you are with the CROUS, well lucky you!
Alev, Your Student Council Representative
A.KIZILDAG

To me smoking has another upside: when
you party in apartments and especially now
that it is freezing outside. The apartment
quickly has a commonly called aquarium
effect and even if you are a non-smoker
you are inhaling that sweet nicotine in
your lungs and your clothes
are soaked with a smell of a
cold ashtray. So the next day
you don’t have to sneakily
ask someone “how was your
evening?” and hope that s/he
politely returns the question.
No, s/he will smell your jacket
and say “where were you last
night dawg?”

“Just when I
thought I
was out,
cigarettes
pulled me
back in.”

nrolling in the English department is a good choice
but a funny and sometimes scary adventure! Now
that you are here, take advantage of what is offered
to you: STUDYING ABROAD!

•

-Me too, we’ve got so much in common…

I know that smoking is bad but I cannot
say that I don’t miss it. I feel like there is a
void inside me now. I liked to roll my cigarette like the Marlboro man and smoke
leaning on the wall, looking
mysterious like Bogart. Now,
every time I go to a bar, I feel
empty. I sit down in front of
my pint which is slowly but
surely getting flat and warm. I
glance to the window and see
the happy crowd outside cracking jokes and smiling as if they
simply forgot that they will die
I guess that after two or three
someday. I envy them; I want
to be part of that group again. I met a lot parties where I’ll authorize myself a smoke
of people smoking in front of bars. I had or two because, well, I quit so long ago, how
harmful it could be? And before Christmas,
my routine to create an ice-breaker:
when I least expect it, I’ll be back in the
-Hey, do you have a lighter?
Fonzy club in front of the bars and I’ll
-Yes.
think to myself “ just when I thought I was
out, cigarettes pulled me back in.”
-What do you smoke?

Alev’s Advice of the month

•

-Camel Essential.

I Like University, But... by Alessandro

E

leven years. Eleven f *****g have many cool alcohols. (I still
years that I'm waiting for my don’t understand why there
Hogwarts' letter.
aren’t more fat wizards… I
mean they drink beer with
It' ll never come. I cry every night
b u tter in it.) And
in my bed, windows open - even
you can easduring the winter - for this damn
ily make the baby
owl! Did McGonagall forget me?
disappear from your
Crap, this is really annoying me.
accidentally pregnant
I'm so desperate, I'm like a nerd
girlfriend's belly.
who's waiting so badly for the next
Wand discussions are
Hobbit film that he forgot to feed
always sexually funny
his dragon on World of Warcraft.
and you could date a
I like the university but I belong
nice girl like Hermto Hogwarts.
ione. I know she's
Trust me: I'm a wizard. Some- boring but she's hot. Wait! The
times when I put a cookie in my red-haired guy already got her.
glass of milk, the cookie melts, that's Sorry guys.
obviously the proof of my magical
I've got three theories about my
capacities.
missing letter. Maybe my owl has
Nobody believes me.
been shot by a drunken huntsman
Every summer, I buy a trip to when she was flying over the Foret
Scotland to try to increase my luck. de Bouconnes. Maybe some twat
Maybe I could meet Hagrid there, stole it from me and is now having
get him wasted in a bar and steal fun with Harry Potter.
the Hogwarts' keys from him.

Oh. Wait a second, last night I hit
Believe it or not, the magical world an unknown flying animal with
is way better than ours. Unicorns my car. Crap, I think I killed my
really exist (HIPSTER), wizards own owl.

